masterclass
for any
young lads
outthere…

in practice
Stepping back and across into
the crease, clearing the front
leg out of the way and opening
your shoulders puts you in a
great position to play frontand back-foot attacking shots
all around the ground.
This trigger gives you a good
base to rock back and execute
the back foot shots, drives,
cuts, pull and hook.
You can also lean forward
from this position and play the
attacking shots for four or six
off the front foot, too.
As the bounce gets higher
because the delivery is shorter
you are more likely start to
swing the bat horizontally to
hit the ball squarer of the
wicket – but remember to try
and swing the bat in as
straight a line as possible
towards the target area.
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the batting doctor
SUCCESSFUL TWENTY20 batting is
not all about innovation and taking risks,
writes Gary Palmer. Generally, the best T20
batters play ‘proper’ cricket shots, hit down
the ground with the full face of the bat as
their preferred scoring option. You need a
good basic batting technique from which to
improvise and attach additional flair shots.
Because T20 requires you to score off
more balls it is vital to maximise your hitting
zone by keeping he bat going through the
line of the ball for the maximum time with
the full face of the bat. This minimises risk.
To do this consistently and effectively
you need all your basics in place: you need
to be well balanced, well aligned to where
you want to hit the ball and make sure you
have exaggerated finishing positions where
you fully complete the shots with good
technique. For example when you are trying
to hit down the ground, finishing your shots
with high hands and a high leading elbow.
Once the back-swing is well aligned to
the area you want to hit the ball, keeping the
leading elbow high after the shot ensures
the bat goes through the line of the ball for
the maximum amount of time. Aiming to hit
as smoothly as possible, your straight drives
become low-risk scoring shots.

bat swings horizontally through the line of
the ball and the bottom hand dominates.
Don’t get caught up in playing reverse
sweeps and ‘trendy’ shots because you think
that’s the thing to do inT20.They are very
high risk.The reverse sweep is a last resort
against spin bowling if all else has failed.
If you are going to play a high risk shot
make sure its one that will get you a
boundary, preferably a six.

Maximise Technique and Minimise Risk
One very important point for batters when
trying to improvise – don’t try to hit the ball
too hard. Stroke the ball with correct
technique and keep the bat flowing through
the line of the ball.
Trying to deliberately hit the ball hard and
swinging the bat fast does become important
when pulling and cutting – shots where the

Getting your front leg out of the way
You need to manoeuvre the body to enable
the bat to swing in a straight line to where
you want to hit the ball especially when
improvising to hit boundaries.
When hitting over the top in the V and
trying to score on the legside clear the front
leg towards the leg side to allow you good
access to the ball.
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How to hit the gaps successfully
Swing the bat in a straight line to the target
area from backswing to completion of
stroke with the leading elbow high on and
after contact with the ball. As you make
contact close the face of the bat slightly to
hit the gap you have identified. Go for small
changes of angle to hit gaps rather than
wide angle changes.
Prioritise practising the straight-batted
shots down the ground and perfect them
before spending too much time practising
the high risk shots square of the wicket.
For straight batted shots, your top hand
should dominate, with the bottom hand
loose to ensure the full blade of bat is
stroking through the line of the ball for the
maximum amount of time.

Going back and across into the crease,
opening the shoulders and moving the front
leg aside allows you to swing the bat in as
straight a line as possible. Against pace
bowlers this initial movement (trigger) gives
you slightly more time to select your shot,
giving you the option of hooking. cutting and
pulling the ball when it is shorter.
Going back into the crease also can turn
half volleys in to length balls that are easier
to hit for boundaries and it gives you time to
align yourself to execute the shot.
The more you open your shoulders and
clear the front leg the more options you have
to hit down the ground with the full face.
Things to work on
1 Practice hitting the low full toss straight
down the ground.
2 Against balls that are swinging or turning
away, arriving at the legside of middle
stump: try to step inside the line of the
delivery aligning both feet straight back up
the pitch and then look to hit on the legside.
3 Against balls swinging in or turning in that
arrive on the off-stump side of middle:
practice hitting these straight in the ‘V’ or
with the spin on the legside. Look to step
across the crease and get in line or inside
the line of the delivery so that you can align
you feet straight or open up the front leg
towards the leg side to enable you to hit
with the spin/swing.
Gary Palmer has been batting coach to many
county and international players and has
helped a series of young players win pro
contracts. For info on courses and one-to-one
coaching: www.cmacademy.co.uk
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Injurey
of thh
mont
Graham Swann’s elbow
By Simon Moyes

What’s the situation?
At the end of the West Indies tour, spinner Graeme Swann had a
not uncommon problem with his elbow, namely a floating body
or loose bone. In sportsmen this is common both in cricketers
and players of racket sports. A small piece of bone/cartilage
breaks off inside the joint and can steadily enlarge and lock up
inside the elbow joint causing acute pain and clicking. It can
obviously interfere with the bowling action and when it does
occur can put a cricketer out for a few weeks.
The surgery is straightforward with the condition being
diagnosed pre-operatively with a combination of x-rays and
also, normally a scan combined with an injection of contrast or
dye into the joint. Often there can be more than one loose body
and such loose bodies can exist in both the front
and the back of the elbow joint.
What does the
treatment involve?
Fortunately the surgery
these days is straight forward
being performed minimally
invasively/ arthroscopically.
Tiny cameras, just under 3mm in
diameter are inserted into the elbow
joint. The elbow joint is distended –
expanded – with fluid and the loose
bodies or fragments of bone and
cartilage are removed. Surgery
normally takes less than half an hour
and is performed as a day case.
How long does recovery take?
The patient would then rest and ice
the elbow for 48 hours starting a
gentle rehabilitation programme
after that. Generally players can
return to action within six weeks
– indeed Graeme, having missed
the ODI series, returned to play
for Notts on April 21, just five
weeks after his last game.
Simon Moyes is one of the UK’s
leading Orthopaedic surgeons
and works out of the Wellington
Hospital, where he has recently
started the Wellington Foot and
Ankle Clinic. His websites are
www.ankle-arthroscopy.co.uk
and www.simonmoyes.com
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